
From the partners
Welcome to the Summer 2017 edition of Workplace Relations 
& Safety In Tune and In Touch. The theme of this edition is 
learning from recent cases in a broad range of topics including 
discrimination, safety, redundancies and overtime.

We appreciate that our busy clients do not always have the time 
to stay informed about the developing case law and how it may 
affect their business. That is why our team is so passionate 
about continuing to offer education opportunities for our clients 
such as running half day workshops, holding free seminars in 
Brisbane and in the Queensland regions, publishing legal alerts 
on important matters and sending you our quarterly newsletter! 

We have plenty of seminars and training sessions coming 
up in March, starting with our employment and contractor 
arrangements roadshow on 6 March in Rockhampton. 

Keep up-to-date with all things employment, industrial relations 
and safety by joining our mailing list or email your contact 
details to WRS@cgw.com.au and we will add you to our mailing 
list. 

Sincerely,  
Belinda Winter and Annie Smeaton 
Workplace Relations & Safety Partners 

Meet our team

Our workplace relations and safety team is a specialist group 
of highly experienced lawyers who have worked with major 
corporations providing strategic advice and representation in 
a range of employment, industrial relations, discrimination and 
safety matters.

We are experienced in a broad range of industries including 
construction, mining and resources, transport, labour hire/
recruitment, manufacturing, retail, security, education and 
training, motor vehicle dealerships, disabled and community 
care and medical services.

Our workplace relations and safety team brings approximately 
40 years’ combined experience to advising clients on the full 
spectrum of matters relating to employment, industrial relations, 
anti-discrimination and workplace health and safety.

If you would like to find out more about our workplace relations 
and safety services, don’t hesitate to contact our team.

Summer 2017

>> In this issue
• Absence of adequate risk assessments result in $1 million 

fine

• FWC finds redundancies not genuine; reinstates four 
workers

• Salvation Army cleared of discrimination despite improper 
adherence to policy but case leaves open possibility that 
gambling addiction is a ‘disability’ under AHR laws

• Federal Court sheds light on the distinction between 
‘recall to duty’ and ‘overtime’

• Employer’s inherent requirements unreasonable 

>> Upcoming events
• March – Employment and contractor arrangements 

– essential terms and structuring to protect your 
business

• 15 Mar – The workers’ compensation journey – 
statutory claim to common law including an update 
on reasonable management action

• 29 Mar – Managing ill and injured employees 
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Absence of adequate risk assessments 
result in $1 million fine
By Belinda Winter, Partner

Toll Transport Pty Ltd (Toll) was fined $1 million in December 
last year when an employee driving a prime mover ran over and 
fatally injured another employee, Mr Attard. 
 
Toll had a written procedure for the work being undertaken by 
the driver of the prime mover and the injured employee however 
the written procedure was not followed on the day of the incident 
because the driver of the prime mover was not undertaking the 
work with the assistance of a junior employee as required.

Toll had undertaken and documented a risk review of the work 
involved in the incident in 2006. It identified that persons working 
in roles such as Mr Attard’s had a high risk of serious injury 
or death. This was because they worked in the vicinity of an 
operating prime mover and the vision of the driver of the prime 
mover was almost completely restricted at times.

Toll was prosecuted for failing to provide and maintain a working 
environment that is safe and without risks to health of its 
employees, so far as reasonably practicable.

Judge Cannon said that Toll’s system of work was ‘hopelessly 
inadequate and vague’ and that ‘this was a tragedy waiting to 
happen.’ Her Honour regarded Toll’s offence as ‘most serious 
and deserving of strong punishment and denunciation.’

The maximum penalty for the offence was $1,299,240, which 
was only reduced because Toll pleaded guilty, improved its 
safety after the incident, and displayed contrition and support for 
Mr Attard’s wife and three children.

Judge Cannon was particularly critical of Toll for failing to act on 
its knowledge about the risks of the work being undertaken and 
stated:

A strong message needs to be sent to employers whose 
employees are placed in highly dangerous situations… 
that they must do their utmost to ensure the safety of 
those employees. If they do not meet their obligations in 
this regard, then they should know that they will be met 
with strong punishment… in environments, as was the 
case here, where the risk of catastrophic injury or death is 
high, constant and readily foreseeable, the term “so far as 
reasonably practicable” must involve the creation of strict, 
rigorous and comprehensive standards which are then 
religiously maintained. 

This case serves as a reminder for employers to be vigilant 
when undertaking risk assessments and implementing safe 
systems of work. Most tragically, an employer’s failure in this 
regard can result in serious injury or death of a person.  It is 
for this reason that the Courts will impose a high penalty on 
those who do not meet the required safety standards.  If any 
employers would like advice about their safety compliance and 
risks, they can contact our Workplace Relations and Safety 
team. 

FWC finds redundancies not genuine; 
reinstates four workers
By Sandra Barry, Associate

The Fair Work Commission has confirmed its approach to 
deciding whether a dismissal is a genuine redundancy within the 
meaning of section 389 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FWA).

In Paul Williams and Ors v Staples Pty Ltd [2017] FWC 607, four 
employees were reinstated when the Fair Work Commission 
found  their dismissals were not genuine redundancies 
under section 389. The dismissals were found to be harsh, 
unreasonable and unjust.

Following a decision to lower operating costs, the employer 
made 12 permanent full-time employees redundant. While the 
site as a whole was operating under budget, the warehouse unit 
(where the redundant employees were employed) had been 
consistently operating over budget for a period of 18 months. 

The employer announced the decision to make redundancies 
on 11 July 2016 to a Joint Consultative Committee (JCC), which 
was required to be formed under the consultation provisions of 
the Enterprise Agreement (EA). The employer used a selection 
matrix to assess staff, and on 13 July 2016 informed 12 
employees they were being made redundant.

The employer argued that the redundancies were genuine within 
the meaning of section 389 of the FWA because:

• it no longer required the 12 jobs to be performed due 
to a decrease in the volume of work and an increase in 
operating costs;

• while the process was expedited, the consultation 
requirements in the EA were met as meetings were held 
with the JCC and employees; and

• it was unreasonable to redeploy the employees as they 
lacked the qualifications or skills to perform any of the other 
available positions in the business.

Four of the redundant employees disputed their redundancies, 
arguing that the dismissals were unfair because: 

• the consultation provisions under the EA were not met;

• the employer had not properly explored redeployment 
options; and

• there had been no opportunity to challenge the basis for 
their redundancy selection.



Commissioner Cambridge held that the employer’s manifest 
failure to comply with the consultation provisions of the EA and 
the redeployment requirements of the FWA were so ‘significantly 
non-compliant as to be grossly deficient’ and as such the 
dismissals were not genuine redundancies and were unjust, 
entirely unreasonable and harsh in the circumstances.

The Commissioner said the employer’s approach was unduly 
hasty, largely tokenistic and grossly deficient. The expedited 
process meant there was no opportunity for employees to 
give their views or discuss options to mitigate the adverse 
effects of the redundancies. Further, while the employer was 
obliged to involve the JCC in decision-making, the employees 
were not consulted about the composition or application of the 
selection matrix used to decide redundancies and there was 
no opportunity for the employees to challenge or review the 
selection matrix.

The Commissioner also found that the employer had overlooked 
realistic opportunities to contemplate redeploying the employees 
into one of the better performing areas of the business. This 
failure was highlighted by the employer hiring 19 new employees 
in December 2016 under provisions in the EA requiring the 
employer to increase the number of permanent employees at 
the site by 20 before the end of 2016. The Commissioner found 
that the 19 new employees had essentially been engaged in 
jobs that were made redundant when the 12 employees had 
been dismissed in July 2016.

This case illustrates that employers, when considering making 
employees redundant, need to engage in a genuine, fair and 
meaningful consultation process with employees. Making token 
attempts at consultation is insufficient. Proper consideration 
needs to be given to determining whether the employees can be 
redeployed into other areas of the business.

 
Salvation Army cleared of discrimination 
despite improper adherence to policy but 
case leaves open possibility that gambling 
addiction is a ‘disability’ under AHR laws
By Annie Smeaton, Partner 
 
An employee of the Salvation Army argued that her gambling 
addiction was a ‘disability’ and that she was treated less 
favourably by her employer than another person without the 
disability in the same disciplinary circumstances in regard to a 
disciplinary process.

In an earlier interlocutory application brought by the Salvation 
Army (Hinder v The Salvation Army (New South Wales) Property 
Trust [2015] NSWCATAD 239), the Tribunal  held that the 
employee’s gambling addiction may constitute a ‘disability’.

Leading up to the employee’s suspension, a new male and 
female team had assumed responsibility for the store, taking 
over from the previous Salvation Army officers with whom the 
employee had a ‘good relationship’. Soon after this changeover 
the employee had provided the male manager with a copy of 
a document authored by her and entitled ‘Kath’s Story’, which 
detailed the story of her past gambling addiction.

Not long after assuming responsibility for the store, the male 
manager organised a risk management review. Following 
this an Organisational Risk Director submitted a report on the 
store setting out a number of areas where he saw ‘very high to 
extreme risk exposures’. Some such areas included; smoking 
at the door, alleged staff theft and public loitering. In relation 
to the employee specifically, the Risk Director recommended 
a ‘disciplinary warning for poor performance’. The Tribunal 
accepted that the Risk Director was unaware of any problems 
the employee may have had in relation to gambling or any 
previous conviction. 
 
Two days after the submission of the report the employee was 
suspended. The purpose was said to be so that an investigation 
could be conducted.

The employee brought a complaint under the Anti-Discrimination 
Act 1977 (NSW). The two elements that needed to be proven 
to substantiate the claim of disability discrimination were 
‘differential treatment’ and ‘causation’.

At final hearing, the Tribunal found that ‘conflicting personalities, 
expectations and differences in work styles were factors in the 
way in which the disciplinary process escalated’. Such factors 
included the employee’s disapproval of her new superiors’ 
management style and approach and her failure to accept 
direction from the new managers. 
 
The Tribunal found that there was ‘no direct evidence of 
discriminatory treatment in word or conduct of the officers of 
the employer during the disciplinary process or after it’ and that 
at no stage did they ask for the employee’s resignation. The 
Tribunal found the employee made the choice to resign and ‘was 
not required to do so’.

When determining whether the treatment of the employee was 
discriminatory, the general employment policies of the employer 
were considered and found to contain a reference to warnings 
that were suggested prior to suspension. The employee did 
not receive any warnings, although the Tribunal found this was 
not because she was ‘being treated less favourably due to a 
disability, but was attributable to the fact’ that the HR practitioner 
was new to the organisation and the new managers were not 
familiar with these written policies.

The Tribunal was unable to infer that the employee’s past 
gambling addiction played any role in the disciplinary process. 
Further, the Tribunal held it was not necessary to make a finding 
as to whether this addiction was considered a ‘disability’ under 
the Anti-Discrimination Act. This was left open for a decision at a 
future time given the changing state of ‘scientific knowledge’ on 
the topic.

The employee’s claim of disability discrimination was 
subsequently dismissed.



Due to the absence of evidence, Justice Mortimer relied upon 
the employee’s work phone bills from the relevant period and 
applied the applicable hourly rates, finding an entitlement owing 
of $18,579.52. As the records did not contain calls received or 
time spent performing other tasks, Justice Mortimer found that it 
was appropriate to ‘gross up’ the figure by 50% to $27,869.28.

Justice Mortimer noted that, while this was a somewhat 
broad brush approach given the lack of evidence, it would be 
inappropriate to conclude that the employee had not proved she 
worked overtime during the period. Furthermore, it was fair to 
only award interest from after the point when the recall to duty 
payments ceased in 2014, at a rate to be determined by the 
parties. 
 
This case:

• provides guidance to employers about correctly 
distinguishing between entitlements to ensure employees 
receive the correct payments for the duties performed;

• underlines the importance of employers keeping proper time 
and wage records; and

• illustrates that, while determining back pay entitlements 
can be difficult from an evidentiary point of view, courts 
are willing to take a flexible approach where an employee 
successfully establishes their right to an entitlement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Employer’s inherent requirements 
unreasonable
By Annie Smeaton, Partner 
 
Martin v TNT Australia Pty Ltd T/A TNT [2017] FWC 440 
concerned a dispute about an employee’s ability to perform 
the inherent requirements of his role as a bulk freight delivery 
driver and whether the inherent requirements nominated by the 
employer were reasonable.

After undergoing a total knee replacement and obtaining a 
medical clearance from his general practitioner to return to 
work, the employer requested the employee undergo a second 
medical assessment.

The parties agreed on the following questions for determination 
for the assessment:

Federal Court sheds light on the 
distinction between ‘recall to duty’ and 
‘overtime’
By Chris Graham, Associate

The Federal Court has provided guidance about when recall to 
duty becomes ‘overtime’. This is increasingly becoming an issue 
for employers due to flexibility in working arrangements and 
employees working outside of ‘normal’ hours and workplaces.

In Polan v Goulburn Valley Health (No 2) [2017] FCA 30, the 
Federal Court was required to determine the quantum of an 
employee’s underpayment of wages claim. The claim was based 
on the performance of on-call duties outside her ordinary hours 
of work between 2006 and 2012.

During the course of her employment, the employee was 
required to be on call to take telephone calls from doctors and 
attend to changes in roster arrangements at all times of the day 
and night. Between 30 July 2012 and 20 October 2014, the 
employer paid the employee a ‘recall to duty allowance’ under 
the provisions of the relevant enterprise agreement.

Liability decision 
 
The employee claimed overtime for the telephone calls that 
she was required to take outside of her ordinary hours of work 
prior to receiving the on-call allowance. Due to the period of the 
claim (2006 to 2012), the Court was required to consider the 
Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth), the Fair Work Act 2009 
(Cth) and two enterprise agreements.

Justice Mortimer held that the employee’s on-call duties 
amounted to overtime not ‘recalls to duty’ under the relevant 
enterprise agreements . Justice Mortimer held that the 
distinction between recall to duty and overtime lay in the word 
‘recall’ ‘which suggests a conscious decision by or on behalf of 
an employer to require an employee to perform specific duties of 
employment outside the employee’s ordinary hours of duty’.

Justice Mortimer determined that there was no specific 
instruction given by the employer requiring the employee to 
act on each occasion she performed the on-call duties outside 
ordinary hours.

In contrast, overtime was considered as not being confined to 
a specific direction by the employer. Rather, Justice Mortimer 
held that overtime under the relevant legislation and industrial 
instruments is concerned with an employee working reasonable 
additional hours as authorised by the employer, including by 
way of an ongoing arrangement or understanding. On this basis, 
Justice Mortimer determined that the employee responding 
to staffing issues and then attending to making necessary 
roster arrangements while on-call amounted to her performing 
overtime.

Quantum decision

The employer sought leave to off-set the amount of $60,271.27 
in recall payments made to the employee from October 2012 
onwards (off-set claim) against the amount of the unpaid 
overtime work due to a mistake of law as to its obligation to 
make the recall payments. Justice Mortimer refused leave 
to pursue the off-set claim as it had insufficient prospects of 
success, was not supported by evidence and was only raised 
after the liability decision.



• (a) Is the employee fit to perform the inherent requirements 
of the role of a bulk driver with TNT?

• (b) Should the employee be returned to his role 
immediately with appropriate ‘work hardening’ as 
recommended by medical evidence?

What were the inherent requirements?

The employer relied on a ‘core physical demands document’ 
which stipulated a range of inherent requirements in determining 
that the employee was not fit for his role.

The employee argued that the nature of inherent requirements 
is that they must be ‘an essential feature or requirement of a 
role, and must be reasonable and objectively assessed’.

Relevantly, the employee argued that the evidence established 
that the ‘inherent requirements’ relied on by the employer were 
not and, in fact, could not be, the inherent requirements of the 
employee’s role and that compliance with the core physical 
demands document would cause employees to breach other 
safety procedures, with possible consequences for disciplinary 
action.

The employer had implemented a safe system of work in 
respect of manual handling, including that employees not lift 
freight alone that exceeds 20 kg or that is awkward in shape or 
size.

The Commission held that the assessment of inherent 
requirements for a bulk driver must take into account; the 
employees, the nature of the job and tasks in combination with 
the reasonable accommodations, for example, the lifting aids 
available and other manual handling procedures and practices.

The Commission said that the employer left it to drivers to 
assess the risk of moving each heavy item, and that lifting very 
heavy items was not an essential requirement of the worker’s 
role, stating that:

If they are unable to safely lift an item it is further up to 
the driver how to safely perform the work; be it by use of a 
pallet jack, trolley or other aid, a fellow worker or by making 
arrangements for the safe delivery of the item.

The medical evidence further established that the employee 
was able to lift at least 25 kg. Therefore, the commissioner 
found the worker was fit to work as a bulk delivery driver, and 
ordered that he return to his role with the appropriate ‘work 
hardening’, as recommended by the medical evidence.

 

 

Other services 

Template Agreements & Policies 

Are your template employment agreements, contractor 
agreements and policies up-to-date with current legislation 
requirements and trends?  At CGW we offer a range of 
templates and packages to suit your business needs to ensure 
you are covered including the following: 

• Template employment agreements (Award covered) – 
casual employees - Prices starting from $300

• Template employment agreements (Award covered) – Full/
part-time employees - Prices starting from $800

• Template employment agreements (Executive or non-
award covered) - Prices starting from $1,250

• *Policy packages which may include:

• Prevention of workplace bullying

• Complaints handling

• Prevention of workplace discrimination and sexual   
 harassment 

• Information technology 

• Social media

• Work health and safety

• Drug and alcohol

• Fatigue management

• Flexible working arrangements

• Privacy  

*Prices and package information/payment options available 
upon consultation.

Alternatively, please contact Belinda Winter or Annie Smeaton 
who can tailor a package to suite your specific business needs. 

Staff Training Services 

Current legislation also requires that regular training is provided 
on the implementation of your chosen policies.  Our team also 
provides a training service that can be tailored specifically to 
your business whereby a qualified member of our team will 
provide the required training to your employees and team 
members.  Please contact us for a quote.


